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Abstract

The MyOcean V2 preliminary (V2p) data set of weekly gridded sea level anomaly (SLA) maps from 1993 to 2009 over the Arctic region is evaluated against existing altimetric data sets and tide gauge data. Compared with DUACS V3.0.0 (Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System) data set, MyOcean V2p data set improves spatial coverage and quality as well as maximum temporal correlation coefficient between altimetry and tide gauge data. The estimated amplitude of sea level annual signal and linear sea level trend from MyOcean data set are evaluated against altimetry from DUACS and RADS (Radar Altimeter Database System), the SODA (Simple Ocean Data Assimilation) ocean reanalysis and tide gauge data sets from PSMSL (Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level). The results show that the MyOcean data set fits in-situ measurements better than DUACS data set with respect to amplitude of annual signal and linear sea level trend. However, the MyOcean V2p data set exhibits an unrealistic large linear sea level trend compared with that from other data sources.

1 Introduction

There is a growing concern about how the high latitudes regions will respond to climate change (Prandi et al., 2011). However, obtaining satellite data in high latitude regions is generally very problematic. In the Arctic Ocean (For this investigation defined as 65°N–90°N), the sun-synchronous satellite altimetry measurements are always affected by the presence of sea ice. Consequently, it is difficult to get accurate altimetric data for many topics of oceanography and climatology, such as determining the linear sea level trend over the regions. Alternatively, dedicated efforts have been applied to study the sea level variability over the regions using tide gauge data or local ocean general circulation models (e.g. Pavlov, 2001; Proshutinsky, 2004; Proshutinsky et al., 2007). However, the use of tide gauges is also a difficult task since most of the stations are situated at the Norwegian and Russian border and hereby only observing the easternmost part of the Arctic Ocean.
The SLTAC (Sea Level Thematic Assembly) Center within the EU-FP7 (seventh framework program) MyOcean project aims to derive sea level service at European level for GMES (Global Monitoring for Environment and Security) marine applications. This study evaluates these new MyOcean V2 preliminary (V2p) weekly sea level anomaly (SLA) maps from the SLTAC, and compare with alternate altimetric data sets like the SSALTO/DUACS (Ssalto multi-mission ground segment/Data Unification and Altimeter Combination System) global processed delayed time data sets.

The altimetric data taken from RADS (Radar Altimeter Database System), tide gauge data and latest released SODA (Simple Ocean Data Assimilation, V2.2.4, 1993–2008) ocean reanalysis (Giese and Ray, 2011) are also used as independent data for the validation. All the data sets used in this study are introduced in the following section. Results and summary are given in Sects. 3 and 4, respectively.

2 Data

2.1 MyOcean V2p data set

A special effort has been made to reprocess altimetric data in the Arctic Ocean and create user friendly data with the spatial resolution increased to 0.125° × 0.125° in latitude by longitude. The SLA maps from 887 weeks cover the period from 6 January 1993 to 30 December 2009, which are given relative to the DNSC08 mean sea surface (Andersen and Knudsen, 2009) from multisatellite (i.e. ERS-1, ERS-2 and Envisat) altimetry missions.

In order to show the improvements of data spatial coverage in MyOcean V2p data set, Fig. 1a and b shows the number (in weeks) of the valid data. The comparison of Fig. 1b with 1a demonstrates that the data spatial coverage is extended in the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea, the Beaufort Sea, the Greenland Sea and around the Queen Elizabeth Islands. Especially, it can be seen clearly that the distribution of number of valid data is corrected around Novaya Zemlyya. The changing mean sea surface
from CLS01 to DNSC08 is responsible for the extension of data spatial coverage in MyOcean V2p data set. However, presence of sea ice periodically prevents altimeter measurements and the number of valid data is less than 200 weeks over the regions outside 75° N parallel in the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea and the Beaufort Sea.

2.2 SSALTO/DUACS data set

The weekly gridded “Upd” SLA maps \((0.25° \times 0.25°)\) in delayed time component of SSALTO/DUACS system from 1993 to 2009 are used for the evaluation. “Upd” (for “updated”) SLA maps V3.0.0 is distributed by AVISO (Archiving, Validation and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic data) with support from CNES (the Centre National d’Etudes Spatiales) (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/duacs/). Compared it with older DUACS products, the SLA maps coverage is extended at high latitudes using the newer global mean sea level profiles CLS01 (Collecte Localisation Satellites). There is a maximum number of 887 weeks in the Arctic Ocean from DUACS global processed data set, which covers the same period as MyOcean data set. The readers can refer to the SSALTO/DUACS handbook (available from http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com) for more details about the data set processing.

2.3 RADS data set

The along-track data from RADS (Radar Altimeter Database System) is available from http://rads.tudelft.nl/rads/. For this evaluation, the 1-Hz altimetric data are based on final Geophysical Data Records (GDRs) products. Multi-satellite research requires consistency, and at present RADS attempts and provides cross-calibrated satellite altimetry and a continuous sea level record, including the identification of numerous instrumental errors, drifts and discontinuities (Leuliette and Scharroo, 2010). The standard state of the art range and geophysical corrections (i.e. the default settings in RADS) are applied to the ERS and Envisat along track altimetric data used in this investigation. The RADS SLAs are given relative to the DNSC08 mean sea surface (Andersen
and Knudsen, 2009). Then the data are averaged over monthly intervals and processed onto normal rectangular grids of 1° by 3° in latitude and longitude to account for trace density. Subsequently, the monthly SLA data are used to estimate amplitude of annual signal and linear sea level trend over the regions.

2.4 SODA ocean reanalysis

In this study the monthly sea level data from latest release of the SODA (V2.2.4) ocean reanalysis (available from http://soda.tamu.edu/assim/) have been used to evaluate amplitude of annual signal and linear sea level trend estimated from MyOcean V2p data set for the 1993–2008 period. The ocean model is based on POP version 2.0.1 numerics (Smith et al., 1992) with a horizontal resolution that is on average 0.4° × 0.25° and with 40 levels in the vertical. Output variables are averaged mapped onto a uniform global 0.5° × 0.5° horizontal grid using the horizontal grid spherical coordinate remapping and interpolation package of Jones (1999). The ocean model surface boundary conditions, e.g. surface wind stress for the surface momentum fluxes, 10 m wind speed etc., for computing heat and freshwater fluxes are provided from a new atmospheric data set 20CRv2 (Whitaker et al., 2004; Compo et al., 2006, 2011). The temperature and salinity profile data from the World Ocean Database 2009 (WOD09) (Boyer et al., 2009). The readers can refer to Carton and Giese (2008) and Giese and Ray (2011) for more details about the configuration of the system.

2.5 Tide gauge data sets

Two sets of tide gauge data are used to evaluate the MyOcean V2p data set. One is a data set (set A) of hourly values to investigate short term variations in sea level. It consists of hourly sea level observations from 11 tide gauge. The data is available from the UHSLC (University of Hawaii Sea Level Center, http://ilikai.soest.hawaii.edu/). Table 1 list the information of the selected tide gauges and their positions are marked with blue dots in Fig. 2. In order to be coherent with the MyOcean V2p data set, the data are averaged over weekly intervals.
The second (set B) is a monthly data set to evaluate long term changes in annual signal and sea level. It consists of monthly data from 26 tide gauges (available from the Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level, http://www.psmsl.org/). The data set is used to determine the amplitude of annual signal and linear sea level trend and compare with that from altimetric data sets.

To be consistent with all altimetric data sets, the dynamic atmospheric corrections (Pascual et al., 2008) are applied to the two data sets. This correction is produced by CLS Space Oceanography Division using the Mog2D model (Carrère and Lyard, 2003) from Legos and distributed by AVISO with support from CNES (http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/). For the same reasons, the effects of GIA (Glacial Isostatic Adjustment) are not corrected for tide gauge data.

3 Results

3.1 Sea level variance

The calculated SLA variance is one of the key indicators when evaluating the quality of satellite altimetric data. Figure 3 illustrates the SLA variance from the MyOcean and DUACS altimetric data sets. Comparing Fig. 3b with 3a, we can see the similar pattern of SLA variance from DUACS and MyOcean data sets. In Fig. 3, higher SLA variance (larger than 100 cm$^2$) can be seen along the Russian coastline and the highest SLA variance (larger than 350 cm$^2$) exists in the East Siberian Sea. Some large signal is also seen in the Hudson Bay, but this Bay is technically not a part of the Arctic Ocean and not mentioned hereafter (i.e. around 65° N–71° N, 84.5° W–70° W). As for MyOcean data set (Fig. 3b), slightly higher SLA variance is found over the coastal regions, especially over the coastal regions of the Barents Sea and the Kara Sea. Moreover, the SLA variance is larger than 100 cm$^2$ around the Queen Elizabeth Islands in the Canadian part of the Arctic Ocean.
The zonal averaged difference in SLA variance between DUACS global processed and MyOcean Arctic is shown in Fig. 4. The MyOcean data set clearly has higher zonally averaged SLA variance, particularly along the coastal regions and around the Queen Elizabeth Islands, which means the quality of the data set is even worse over these regions. The MyOcean data set requires further improvements, especially over the regions with high zonally averaged SLA variance peaks (e.g. around 66° N, 73° N and 76° N parallel in Fig. 4). In totally, the averaged SLA variances of 63.8 cm$^2$ and 79.5 cm$^2$ are obtained from DUACS and MyOcean Arctic data sets over the Arctic Ocean (e.g. 65° N–82° N), respectively.

3.2 Intra-annual sea level signal

In order to evaluate the intra-annual signal in a comparison with tide gauge data set A, we calculated the temporal correlation coefficient between tide gauge and altimetry SLA time series at each gridded point. The maximum temporal correlation coefficients between all selected tide gauges in the Arctic Ocean and satellite altimetric data are listed in Table 2. Figure 5 presents the spatial distribution of temporal correlation coefficient between altimetry data and tide gauge data at Prudhoe Bay (Plus in Fig. 5). For illustration purposes, the regions where the temporal correlation coefficients less than 0.05 have been marked with gray color. Comparison of Fig. 5b with 5a shows a higher temporal correlation coefficient near the tide gauge as one would expect. The maximum temporal correlation coefficients of 0.78 and 0.87 are obtained between altimetry and tide gauge data from DUACS and MyOcean data sets, respectively. The DUACS shows a dubious low temporal correlation coefficient relatively near to the tide gauge (Fig. 5a, around 140° W–150° W, 71° N) which is most likely a consequence of bad or missing altimetric data. This situation has been improved significantly in the MyOcean data set (Fig. 5b).

The RMSd in Table 2 denote Root Mean Square difference between collocated tide gauge and altimetric data. The data is out of considered if the difference between them is larger than 15 cm. To illustrate where the MyOcean data provides improvement
over the older DUACS, the higher maximum temporal correlation coefficient and lower RMSd for each tide gauge between the two different altimetric data sets are bolded and underlined.

The results in Table 2 illustrate that MyOcean data set generally presents equivalent or higher maximum temporal correlation coefficient than DUACS data set with higher RMSd in the Greenland Sea and the Norwegian Sea (tide gauge 1–5 in Table 2). At Vardo (tide gauge located in the Barents Sea), Illulissat and Sisimiut (tide gauge located in the Buffin Bay), higher RMSd is obtained from MyOcean data set than that from DUACS data set. A slightly higher SLA variance from MyOcean data set (Fig. 3b) than that from DUACS data set (Fig. 3a) in coastal regions of the Barents Sea and the Buffin Bay accounts for the difference. The calculated mean maximum temporal correlation coefficient with tide gauge implies that generally the MyOcean data set improved compared with the DUACS data set.

### 3.3 The annual signal

The annual signal in the Arctic Ocean is larger than 10 cm along the Russian coastline (Cheng and Andersen, 2011). Hence, the amplitude of annual signal estimated from MyOcean data set is evaluated against that estimated from other altimetric data sets, SODA ocean reanalysis and monthly tide gauge data (i.e. tide gauge data set B). Figure 6a and b illustrates the amplitudes of annual signal estimated from DUACS and MyOcean data sets, respectively. Comparison of Fig. 6b with 6a shows the significant annual signal (larger than 9 cm) along large part of the shallow regions along the Russian coastline, which is also present in the Beaufort Sea and around Elizabeth Islands (Fig. 2b). The questionable large amplitude of annual signal in the East Siberian Sea and the Laptev Sea in Fig. 6a for DUACS is reduced in Fig. 6b for the MyOcean.

In Fig. 6c, the amplitude of annual signal from SODA shows higher amplitude of annual signal along the Russian coastline than that from altimetric data. The inverse barometer correction is not applied to SODA reanalysis results, which is one of the main contributors to the difference. Figure 6d is the annual signal from model DTU10ANN.
Comparing the annual signal from DTU10ANN (Fig. 6d) with that from altimetric data (Fig. 6a and b), we can see the significant decrease of the annual signal amplitude in the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea and around Elizabeth Islands. The percentage of data availability and the quality of MyOcean data set over the regions are linked with the difference. Moreover, the coherent patterns of amplitude of annual signal are found in the Norwegian Sea from all data sources.

For illustration purposes, the amplitudes of annual signal from monthly tide gauge data are also presented in Fig. 6a and b with same color scale, respectively. The positions of tide gauges are marked with pluses. High amplitude (10–11 cm) of annual signal is found in the East Siberian Sea. To show the difference between altimetry and tide gauge data, Fig. 7 illustrates the comparison of annual signal between altimetry and tide gauge data. Compared with the amplitude of annual signal at all tide gauges, the RMSd of 5.03 cm and 4.04 cm are obtained for DUACS and MyOcean SLA products, respectively. The mean difference between altimetry and tide gauge derived amplitude of annual signal are 1.09 cm and −0.19 cm for DUACS and MyOcean data sets, respectively, which demonstrates MyOcean data set fits in situ measurements better in amplitude of annual signal than DUACS data set.

### 3.4 Inter-annual sea level change

It is important to map the inter-annual sea level changes for studies of climate change as accurate as possible. From the 17 year sea level record in the Arctic Ocean the linear sea level trend is estimated from MyOcean data set. Figure 8 along with the estimate from different data sources, it shows that the MyOcean data set presents highest linear sea level trend, especially in the Beaufort Sea, where is also shown from the SODA ocean reanalysis. The mean sea level trends of 1.8 mm yr\(^{-1}\), 3.7 mm yr\(^{-1}\), 0.9 mm yr\(^{-1}\) and 0.4 mm yr\(^{-1}\) are obtained from DUACS, MyOcean, RADS and SODA data sets over the region (65° N–82° N, 180° E–180° W), respectively, which have been weighted by the cosine latitude. The mean sea level trend of 3.9 mm yr\(^{-1}\) is obtained.
from tide gauge data. It agrees the results from MyOcean data set better than that from other data sources. Moreover, the sea level trend from tide gauges are also presented in the plots with same color scale and the pluses denote their positions. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that the sea level trend determined from tide gauge data agree with that from MyOcean data set (Fig. 8b) best in the Laptev Sea and the East Siberian Sea.

It should be kept in mind that the averaged numbers given above depends on the selected region. Especially the high sea level trend in the Beaufort Sea (Fig. 8b) affects the determined mean sea level trend significantly. In order to perform an independent comparison where all models have full coverage, we calculated the mean sea level trend over the region (30° W–100° E, 65° N–82° N). The mean sea level trend of 2.3 mm yr\(^{-1}\), 3.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\), 2.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\) and 0.7 mm yr\(^{-1}\) are obtained from DUACS, MyOcean, RADS and SODA data sets over the regions, respectively. The mean sea level trend of 2.2 mm yr\(^{-1}\) obtained from tide gauge data shows better agreement with the results from RADS.

Figure 9 illustrates the comparison of collocated sea level trend between that from altimetry and tide gauge data. The RMSd of 4.97 mm yr\(^{-1}\) and 4.26 mm yr\(^{-1}\) are obtained for DUACS and MyOcean data sets, respectively. The mean differences between altimetry and tide gauge data derived sea level trend are −1.54 mm yr\(^{-1}\) and −1.45 mm yr\(^{-1}\) for DUACS and MyOcean SLA products, respectively, which implies the sea level trend at tide gauges is overestimated from MyOcean altimetric data and the new reprocessed SLA products agree with in situ measurements better than the global processing SLA products. We also investigate the effects of GIA correction on the evaluation. The same conclusions are made if GIA correction applied to altimetry and tide gauge data.

4 Summary

This study evaluating the preliminary MyOcean V2p data set against DUACS, RADS, SODA and tide gauge data sets. The MyOcean reprocessed data set shows improved
spatial coverage in a comparison with other contemporary data sets (e.g. DUACS global processed data set). One of the reasons being that it applied the DNSC08 mean sea surface model which has complete coverage in the Arctic.

The MyOcean reprocessed data set shows better agreement with in situ measurement on intra annual to annual scales than DUACS data set but has problems with trend estimation. It is shows higher linear sea level trend than that from other data sources (DUACS, SODA, RADS and tide gauges). Magnitude of difference in linear sea level trend between MyOcean data set and other data sets is high and requires further investigation, especially in the Beaufort Sea. It needs to be further improved in the Laptev Sea, the East Siberian Sea and around the Elizabeth Islands due to the unrealistic high SLA variance in these regions.
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Table 1. Information about tide gauge data set A used in this study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>Latitude (°)</th>
<th>Longitude (°)</th>
<th>Time span</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ammassalik</td>
<td>65.50</td>
<td>-37.00</td>
<td>Sep 1991–Dec 1998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Honningsvarg</td>
<td>70.98</td>
<td>25.98</td>
<td>Jan 2001–Mar 2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Rorvik</td>
<td>64.87</td>
<td>11.25</td>
<td>Aug 1969–Dec 2003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Vardo</td>
<td>70.34</td>
<td>31.03</td>
<td>Sep 1947–Dec 2003</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. The maximum temporal correlation coefficient between tide gauge and altimetric data for each tide gauge. The RMSd denote the Root Mean Square difference (RMSd, cm) between collocated tide gauge and altimetric data in the Arctic Ocean.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Station</th>
<th>DUACS Temporal correlation coefficients (%)</th>
<th>DUACS RMSd (cm)</th>
<th>MyOcean Temporal correlation coefficients (%)</th>
<th>MyOcean RMSd (cm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Ammassalik</td>
<td>57.76</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>61.41</td>
<td>7.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Andenes</td>
<td>86.66</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>85.55</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Honningsvarg</td>
<td>89.59</td>
<td>7.69</td>
<td>88.35</td>
<td>9.50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Ny-Alesund</td>
<td>68.98</td>
<td>6.16</td>
<td>74.19</td>
<td>8.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Rorvik</td>
<td>85.80</td>
<td>7.23</td>
<td>88.16</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Scoresbysund</td>
<td>54.74</td>
<td>8.38</td>
<td>57.43</td>
<td>7.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Vardo</td>
<td>85.99</td>
<td>7.76</td>
<td>80.71</td>
<td>8.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Ilulissat</td>
<td>78.67</td>
<td>4.99</td>
<td>68.50</td>
<td>6.90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9. Nome</td>
<td>85.65</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>86.60</td>
<td>7.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10. Prudhoe Bay</td>
<td>77.59</td>
<td>8.85</td>
<td>87.42</td>
<td>8.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11. Sisimiut</td>
<td>83.98</td>
<td>5.54</td>
<td>84.00</td>
<td>8.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean</td>
<td>77.76</td>
<td>7.22</td>
<td>78.50</td>
<td>8.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 1. The number (in weeks) of the valid data in the Arctic Ocean from (a) DUACS data set and (b) MyOcean V2p data set.
Fig. 2. Locations of the hourly tide gauge data from University of Hawaii Sea Level Center.
Fig. 3. SLA variance (cm$^2$) in the Arctic Ocean from (a) DUACS data set and (b) MyOcean V2p data set. The same color scale is used for all plates.
Fig. 4. Zonally averaged SLA variance (cm$^2$) from DUACS (blue curve) and MyOcean (red curve) data sets.
Fig. 5. Spatial distribution of temporal correlation coefficient between tide gauge and altimetric data at Prudhoe Bay: (a) DUACS data set, (b) MyOcean V2p data set. The same color scale is used for all plates.
Fig. 6. Spatial distribution of amplitude of annual signal (cm) estimated from: (a) DUACS data set, (b) MyOcean V2p data set, (c) SODA and (d) DTU10ANN. The same color scale is used for all plates. The pluses in panels (a) and (b) denote the positions of the selected tide gauges.
Fig. 7. Comparision between collocated amplitude of annual signal (cm) from altimetry and tide gauge data: (a) DUACS data set, (b) MyOcean V2p data set.
Fig. 8. Spatial distribution of sea level trend (mm yr\(^{-1}\)) from: (a) DUACS data set (1993–2009), (b) MyOcean V2p data set (1993–2009), (c) SODA (1993–2008) and (d) RADS (1993–2009). The same color scale is used for all plates. The amplitude of annual signal from tide gauge data (1993–2009) is illustrated in panels (a) and (b) with the same color scale. The pluses in panels (a) and (b) denote the positions of the selected tide gauges.
Fig. 9. Comparision between collocated sea level trend (mm yr$^{-1}$) from tide gauge and altimetric: (a) DUACS data set, (b) MyOcean V2p data set.